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SIRUI TX SERIES
PROFESSIONAL TRIPODS

Our most compact, full-sized tripods
specifically designed with the

traveler in mind.

Features
1. The ideal tripod for travelers - full-sized, but folds down small 
2. Legs fold up 180° for extra compactness             
3. The center column can be inverted for angle shots        
4. For speed and convenience, each leg has an automatic leg angle lock mechanism
5. Short center column is supplied for low angle or macro shooting.  
6. Three position leg angle for uneven terrain.  
7. Your choice of economical aluminum or ultra lightweight carbon fiber. 
8. TX 2 Series has retractable spikes for outdoor photography.
9. Short center column can be screwed into standard center column for increased height.

 

 

TX series tripods - our most compact full-size 
tripods - specifically designed with the traveler 
in mind. 
 
For easy storage and transport, the tripod can 
fold as small as 13.8 in (35cm) - about the size of 
a 2L water bottle - and weighs as little as 2.0 lb 
(0.9kg) !!

You can easily fit a TX tripod into a backpack, 
camera bag or carry-on luggage!

The TX Series tripods have a unique leg  
mechanism that allows you to fold the legs 
up 180°. This allows the tripod to be folded 
significantly smaller than comparably sized 
tripods with conventional leg designs.    
 
Simply depress the leg angle lock and invert the 
legs 180°. An added advantage is that you can 
keep a ball head on the tripod and it will still fit in 
the compact carrying case that’s included. 

T-1005X
Recommended Ball Heads: 
K-10X, G-10X

T-1205X
Recommended Ball Heads: 
K-10X, G-10X

T-2005X
Recommended Ball Heads: 
K-20X, G-20X

T-2205X
Recommended Ball Heads: 
K-20X, G-20X

TX SERIES TRIPODS

BSRT1005       T-1005X       Aluminum Alloy       5      25        13       4.9 (125)    44.1 (1120)     55.4 (1416)*     15.9 (405)    13.8 (350)     2.4 (1.1)    22   (10)       $154.95 
BSRT1205       T-1205X       Carbon Fiber       5      25        13       4.9 (125)    44.1 (1120)     55.4 (1416)*     15.9 (405)    13.8 (350)     2.0 (0.9)    22   (10)       $374.95 
BSRT2005       T-2005X       Aluminum Alloy       5      28        16       5.1 (130)    48.8 (1240)     60.9 (1566)*     17.7 (450)    14.9 (380)     3.3 (1.5)   26.4 (12)      $199.95 
BSRT2205       T-2205X       Carbon Fiber       5      28        16       5.1 (130)    48.8 (1240)     60.9 (1566)*     17.7 (450)    14.9 (380)     2.6 (1.2)   26.4 (12)      $414.95
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* - with both center columns

Legs fold up 180° for
extra compactness

What's included: 
Short center column,

custom case, padded strap, 
tools, instruction manual, 

warranty card

 

Our most compact,full-sized tripods 
specifically designed with the 

travelr in mind. TX 
Series


